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From New Delhi

bySusanMaitra

. ·Toward a solution for Sri Lanka
A string of "firsts" in regional diplomacy gives substance to
Rajiv Gandhi's commitment to stabilizing the region.

In a spontaneOus political initiative

another diplomatic initiative which had
already sent the subcontinent's ideo
on June 2, Prime Minister Rajiv Gan·
logues scurrying back to their drawing
dhi threw overboard years of cynical
boards. Rajiv Gandhi had invited
stereotyping concerning the nations of
President Jayawardene to New Delhi
the region.
,
in the midst of a hectic schedule of
The prime minister announced thay
important foreign tours, and after
. he and Sri Lankan'President Jayawar·
months of.mistrust between India and
. dene, visiting Delhi for two days of
Sri Lanka and a rapid worsening of the
talks on the Sri Lankan crisis, would
violence between the Tamil minority
fly'to Dhaka, Bangladesh, together to
express their sorrow and solidarity with . and Sinhala majority there. .
The initiative, which included
the government and people of Bangia·
nearly an hour of private discussions
desh in the wake of the May 27cy·
and hours more of both formal and
clone disaster.
informal talks with aides, established
"We welcome this gesture and it
a werking rapport between the two
is a matter of great satisfaction to us,
leaders. The Sri Lankan President de
since it will encourage ·the evolution
layed his departure by an hour on June
of South Asian regional cooperation,"
3 to have another, unscheduled meet
a moved Bangladesh President Ershad
ing with Mr. Gandhi.
told a press conference. Dhaka is host
While the joint statement issued
to the summit meeting of the South
did not spell out any formula the two
Asian Regional Commission (SARC)
sides might have a:greed upon for the
in December. Jayawardene, who had
Sri Lankan crisis, developments since
threatened to boycott the recent SARC
the talks give evidence of some
meeting in Bhutan over Indian politi·
breakthroughs.
cians' statements on Sri Lanka, said
According to news reports from
he was looking forward to the summit.
Colombo, on his return, President
'''We reiterate that we stand togeth·
Jayawardene stated publicly-for the
er for the solidarity of our region,"
first time since the ethnic crisis erupt
saiQ Rajiv and Jayarwardene in a joint
ed-that he rejects a military solution
statement after their tour of disaster
to the problem. The Sri Lankan Pres·
areas with Ershad.
ident'was addressing the parliamen·
As President Ershad pointed out,
tary group of his party, the United Na
the extraordinary gesture was unprec·
tional Party. He called on people to be
edented in the history of the subcon·
patient and await the new measures he
tinent. Such gestures don't necessari·
would be taking, based, he said,. on
ly have an immmediate "result," but
the talks with Rajiv Gandhi.
help to dissolve accumulated preju·
Earlier, at his departure from Del
dices and create a new "geometry" for
hi, Jayawardene had announced that
positive relations.
he would grant amnesty to Tamil terThe mini-summit in Dhaka capped
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rorists if they laid down their arms. A
bid to halt the violence and make way
for resumption of negotiations on a
political solution to the crisis is known
to be part of a set of concrete proposals
made by India.
At a press conference in India,
Prime Minister Gandhi revealed that
Indian authorities had seized $4 mil
lion worth of arms from Tamil' ex
tremists. This was the first such an
nouncement. While always empha·

sizing its stand for Sri Lanka's integ
rity and general opposition to terror
ism, the Indian government has to date
stonewalled on any and all references '
to extremist activity in the state of
Tamil Nadu, just across the Palk Straits
from Sri Lanka. There are at least
100,000 Tamil refugees in Tamil
Nadu, including the entire spectrum
of Tamil activist groups.
President Jayawardene told his
party members that Rajiv Gandhi had
reassured him that India would not
support.terrorist acts against Sri Lanka
from India.
Amid this evidence of progress
there is as yet no indication that the
toughest nut has been cracked
namely, the formulation of concrete

proposals for a political solution to the
Sri Lankan crisis. But it is on this that
the effectiveness of the Indian initia
tive, as well as Jayawardene's politi
cal future, ultimately rest.

In reaching for India's help and
rejecting a military solution, the Sri

Lankan President has put himself out
on a limb. He will have to move quick·
ly and firmly to organize a consen
sus-including Mrs. Sirimavo Ban
daranaike, the strongest candidate in
the coming 1987elections--around
viable proposals, or he will be faced
with a Sinhala majority revolt in his
party. Sinhala mob attacks on Tamil
villages in Trincomalee two days after
his returri were a reminder.
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